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 INTRODUCTION 
Change has always been a constant in 
healthcare reform. Combined with the current 
digital revolution, it seems to be creating
an unprecedented perfect storm of uncertainty. 

Today, the shift to accountable care, risk sharing and population health, and mobile 

communications are challenging healthcare information technology (HIT) beyond the  

expected changes.

Healthcare’s “new normal” has many faces as it moves into a digital, value-based model. 

One of them is cybersecurity, the daily threat to patient data that keeps CEOs and CIOs 

awake at night. Lost in the discussion of risk to patient privacy and security, however, is 

the need for new solutions for disaster recovery and business continuity. Health systems 

have become increasingly dependent on information technology for care delivery and 

operations. Any outage to the IT infrastructure, network, data center or applications like 

the electronic health record (EHR) is a potential threat to patient well-being and outcomes.
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Information technology professionals  

are realizing that data security, disaster 

recovery and business continuity are 

converging. Indeed, ransomware, 

arguably today’s most frightening cyber 

threat, involves both cybersecurity and 

disaster recovery and business continuity. 

To plan for a cyberattack appropriately, 

organizations must focus on preventing 

breaches as well as on the recovery plan if 

a breach should occur. Most organizations 

focus too much on the former and not 

enough on the latter.

With increased health information 

technology adoption, disaster 

preparedness and business continuity  

have become more crucial than ever. 

When Superstorm Sandy hit the 

northeastern United States in 2012,  

it delivered a wakeup call for updated 

recovery and business continuity plans. 

Many organizations lost not only 

their primary data centers but their 

secondary data centers as well, which 

were often many miles inland. Whether 

downtime is due to natural disasters, 

bioterrorism, epidemics, human error, 

or cybersecurity threats, health system 

senior leadership must plan for service 

interruptions to protect themselves 

and their patients. Fortunately, this era 

of clinical and digital transformation 

offers myriad enabling technologies for 

this mission, from virtualization, cloud 

computing and health information 

exchange to mobile communications.
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY
 AND DISASTER RECOVERY
FOR HEALTHCARE  

$432k
Average cost of an  
unplanned outage

As the most highly regulated data on the 

planet, patient and healthcare information

must be available anytime and anywhere 

to healthcare providers to deliver safe, 

effective and quality care. The shift to 

value-based care, with its emphasis on 

coordinated team care and population 

health management, is only accelerating 

the demand for 24x7 data access from 

anywhere the patient and provider happen 

to be. The risk to data remains high from 

cyber threats and outages.  
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40%
According to one study the 
percentage of healthcare 

organizations across the globe that 
experienced a costly unplanned 

outage in the last 12 months.

According to one study, nearly 40 percent 

of healthcare organizations across the 

globe experienced a costly unplanned 

outage in the past 12 months. On average, 

these incidents cost $432,000. Once the 

emergency had passed, only half of the 

organizations surveyed were confident in 

their ability to restore 100 percent of the 

data required by service level agreements 

(SLAs).¹ This doesn’t factor in the threat 

to patient care should the data center and 

network crash and eliminate access to 

patient information in the EHR.

¹ www.meritalk.com/rx

http://www.meritalk.com/rx
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In the last 12 months - global healthcare

organizations have experienced:

CAUSES INCLUDE: CAUSES INCLUDE:CAUSES INCLUDE:

19%
Have experienced
a security breach

28%
Have experienced

data loss

40%
Have experienced an

unplanned outage

58% Malware / Viruses
38% Physical Security
42% Outsider Attacks

58% Hardware Failures
38% Loss of Backup Power

42% Loss of Power

58% Hardware Failures
38% Software Failures

42% Loss of Power

*Source 2013 EMC Global IT Trust Curve Study, n - 283 Health IT Executive

However, cybersecurity threats have also heightened the need for a new look

at disaster recovery and business continuity. So too have enhanced regulatory

requirements like Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA);

technology advances such as mobility, virtualization and the cloud; and a rapidly

consolidating healthcare delivery environment with more disparate IT systems.

Highlights of some of these factors follow.
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Among the many components 
of HIPAA to protect the privacy 
and confidentiality of patient 
data is a requirement that 
healthcare organizations must  
be able to recover from  
a natural disaster. 

HIPAA doesn’t specify the exact process. However, any failure 

to adequately recover from a disaster would likely be defined as 

non-compliance, and result in severe financial penalties or even 

jail time.

Here are some key points related to disaster recovery and 

business continuity in the HIPAA Security Final Rule:

+ The requirement is non-negotiable. Under HIPAA, all hospitals    

   and health systems, including medical practices, must securely  

   back up “retrievable exact copies of electronic protected health       

   information.”

+ Health systems must back up their data regularly. Many      

   organizations do this nightly to comply with regulations.

 HIPAA
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+ Health systems must be able to recover their data, and be able   

   to fully “restore any loss of data.” The process is to failover the  

   information to a target site where there is standby equipment.    

   A disaster recovery process must then be executed to build the   

   applications with the associated data so that the system is fully  

   usable to deliver patient care.

+ Data must be moved off-site in case of a disaster.

+ Once in recovery mode, health systems must still maintain   

   safeguards.

+ Both the 2009 HITECH Act and the HIPAA Security Rule    

    require health systems to encrypt or destroy data.

+ Health systems must have written documentation of policies    

   and procedures for data recovery plans.

+ Recovery testing is mandatory. The law requires health   

   system to “Implement procedures for periodic testing and  

   revision of contingency plans.” Because testing of traditional  

   tape based or disk-based disaster recovery is burdensome

   and time-consuming, most health systems organizations  

   rarely do it.

+ Health systems will pay severe non-compliance penalties in    

   the millions of dollars.

+ Health systems will be audited for compliance with the HIPAA     

   Security Rule: https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/  

   compliance/enforcement/audit/

*Source 2013 EMC Global IT Trust Curve Study, n - 283 Health IT Executive
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 VIRTUALIZATION

Virtualization has become widely accepted

due to its cost savings, increased flexibility and

portability of applications.

Data is not growing in healthcare.  

It is exploding with the simplification of 

medical processes. X-rays and other tests 

are not the complex, time consuming 

procedures they were in the past, and can 

be completed quickly and easily. Due to 

the massive growth of data, organizations 

cannot remain on physical systems as 

the costs to manage, power, cool and 

maintain these environments become 

astronomical.

Virtualization enables IT to logically carve 

out resources on a physical server and 

assign them to a specific application and 

its associated data. Instead of running one 

application on a server, IT can logically 

separate the server’s resources and run 

several applications on one server. This 

consolidation reduces power and cooling 

costs while reducing the complexity of 

management.
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It also allows health systems to use less hardware and less power and cooling for  

a data center and fewer full-time employees (FTEs) for management and maintenance. 

Healthcare organizations have been late adopters of virtualization, much as they 

have of cloud computing. However, more are embracing the strategy because of its 

economy and flexibility.

Virtualization has become a key component in the IT platform of the future because 

of the explosion of data for value-based, accountable care and population health. 

Risk and cost management converge as bulwarks of safe and quality care. That 

means updating disaster recovery and business continuity plans and technology to  

match the new IT environment.

“Virtualization in healthcare is a 

necessity,” says Bill Johnson, Director 

of Information Systems at Pine Rest 

Christian Mental Health Services. 

“When we experienced a complete 

system outage a few years ago,  

I made it an initiative to have a 

disaster recovery plan in place and 

engaged US Signal.”
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“Taking advantage of all of the benefits of 

virtualization is essential for maintaining the 

availability of applications and services for 

healthcare providers,” says Jim Schuyler, 

Senior Architect at US Signal. “Relying on 

Zerto Virtual Replication provides these 

organizations with peace of mind knowing

that a thoroughly tested, low RTO, low 

RPO platform is protecting their critical 

workloads.”

The combination of Zerto Virtual 

Replication and orchestration of the 

recovery plan enables hospitals and 

health systems to quickly recover from 

any type of disruption or disaster. Unique 

to US Signal’s Zerto-powered DRaaS is its

non-disruptive disaster recovery testing, 

which can unequivocally demonstrate

to compliance officers that a recovery 

plan is in place to quickly recover 

applications and data. Upon completion 

of the test, a documented test plan is 

produced that satisfies many compliance 

requirements, including those in HIPAA. 

While the organization must still document 

that critical personnel and communications

are in place, having the Zerto Virtual 

Replication component in the DRaaS 

solution solves the most daunting issue  

of all: access to patient records.

As healthcare moves to virtualization  

and the cloud, the new technology model

for disaster recovery and business continuity 

is virtual replication and orchestration, 

which has been pioneered by Zerto, a US 

Signal technology partner, that provides 

virtual replication and orchestration 

solutions for disaster recovery and 

business continuity. Zerto Virtual 

Replication, which powers US Signal’s 

Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) 

solution, protects healthcare data in the 

hypervisor. When combined with a fully 

configured and automated recovery 

process, Zerto Virtual Replication delivers 

stability for business continuity. Zerto’s 

well-engineered virtual replication can be 

integrated seamlessly into a hospital’s or 

health system’s IT infrastructure without 

requiring any hardware or software 

reconfiguration.
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 RANSOMWARE  

$325M
was the cost of damage

due to ransomware
reported in 2015

$5B
is predicted to be the
cost of ransomware

damage in 2017

350%
is the annual growth
rate of ransomware
attacks according  

to Cisco

In the past few years, we’ve witnessed the increasing trend of hackers trying to

extort money from private users, businesses and health systems. Their weapons

of choice: ransomware “Trojans,” malicious software designed to access and

encrypt data by generating a private-public pair of keys. The objective: make  

it impossible to decrypt your own data without the private key, typically stored

on the attacker’s server until the ransom is paid. Too often-even if the ransom  

is paid-the attackers fail to provide the decryption key, which leaves victims  

without their money or files.
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+ Through the use of the Tor network and      

   virtual currencies such as Bitcoin, hackers

   are largely untraceable by security agencies.

+ 91 percent of ransomware attacks by     

   sophisticated cybercriminals start

   through email, according to Mimecast,      

   often targeting company employees

   by “spear fishing.”

+ Ensuring you have suitable anti- 

   virus and security software that is  

   kept up-to-date is the obvious starting       

   point. User education is also key, as

   many Trojans gain initial access to       

   systems through links contained in

   often very official-looking phishing

   emails. Human error can and does

   happen, so extra layers of protection

   are still required. 

In a Ransomware Damage Report 

by Cybersecurity Ventures, global 

ransomware damage costs are predicted 

to exceed $5 billion in 2017, up from 

$325 million in 2015. Cisco’s 2017 

Annual Cybersecurity Report states 

that ransomware is growing at a yearly 

rate of 350%. While ransomware has 

been around for years, recent advances 

in encryption technology and hackers’ 

increased ability to disguise their 

identities have resulted in a dramatic 

increase in ransomware attacks. They  

are dangerous for several reasons:

+ Hackers use sophisticated techniques   

   to circumvent security software,       

   including creation of “Zero-Day Malware”  

   that makes the Trojan invisible to     

   security experts and security software. 

+ Security experts consider encrypted   

   data to be unrecoverable. Because  

   many victims say the decryption key is  

   not provided even if the ransom is paid,

   experts recommend not giving in to  

   hacker demands from the start.

https://cybersecurityventures.com/ransomware-damage-report-2017-5-billion/

https://cybersecurityventures.com/ransomware-damage-report-2017-5-billion/
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Replication in US Signal’s DRaaS solution 

enables health systems to recover from

ransomware and other malware by being 

able to:

+ Rewind their information systems to     

   within seconds of the last point in time

   before the infection struck by leveraging  

   continuous data protection (CDP).

+ Recover their critical systems within   

   minutes with only a few clicks of a button

   through automated orchestration.

+ Restore entire sites, applications and   

    databases with consistency, and do

   so with the granularity to restore virtual   

   machines (VMs) that are part of an

   application or individual file.

+ Perform non-disruptive failover tests     

    at any time, assuring senior leadership

    they can bring the business back online  

   whenever needed-and document

   completed tests to meet regulatory  

   requirements.

+ Create off-site backups for longer-term    

   data retention in addition to receiving

   continuous data protection for up to  

   30 days.

Backing up your data is crucial, but many 

businesses either do not have a backup

program in place, or have such infrequent 

backups that should their systems

become infected they potentially stand  

to lose a significant amount of data.

“Most ransomware attacks can be 

avoided with a well established

patch management program, utilizing 

endpoint protection, and having modern 

firewall technology with advanced

threat protection. Businesses need to 

be proactive to avoid bad press, loss 

of customer confidence, potential 

compliance violations, and system/

business downtime.” 

- Trevor Bidle, Information Security  

   & Compliance Officer at US Signal

Cybersecurity, risk management and 

disaster recovery experts agree that 100

percent prevention isn’t always possible. 

But, mitigating threats is possible by

creating a flexible and resilient response 

strategy that includes a virtual replication

based disaster recovery and business 

continuity strategy. The Zerto Virtual
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Leading health systems and provider organizations  

are implementing US Signal’s DRaaS solution with 

Zerto Virtual Replication as a key component of 

their disaster recovery and business continuity 

strategies with positive results.

+ Pine Rest 

+ Christian Brothers

+ Bay State Health

 
 USE CASES  
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Pine Rest Christian Mental Health Service

USE CASES:

To help ensure it can deliver high quality care where needed, Pine Rest Christian

Mental Health Services embarked upon on an upgrade of its enterprise-wide

Electronic Health Record (EHR) system. Already in use by some of Pine Rest’s

partner hospitals, the new system will enable the integration of Pine Rest patients’

behavioral and physical care for more comprehensive care and optimal outcomes.

With a tight timeframe and a lack of internal resources to handle the whole

project, Pine Rest chose to go with long-time vendor, US Signal. As its director  

of IT systems stated, “We knew we could count on the US Signal team to come in,

listen to our needs, and then come back to us with a solution specifically geared

to meet those needs.”

To house the EHR system, US Signal’s hybrid IT solution includes its HIPAA compliant

Hosted Private Cloud, which is being tailored to meet the design guidelines required 

by the EHR vendor. Its Enterprise Cloud will house other mission-critical applications 

that don’t require a dedicated compute and storage infrastructure but do need high 

computing performance and low network latency. Rounding out the solution is a

combination of network services, professional services, managed security and Disaster 

Recovery as a Service (DRaaS), all customized to meet Pine Rest’s specific needs.

While the EHR implementation is still in process, Pine Rest is already realizing

the benefits of working with US Signal on the project. Preliminary testing shows

the DR component is meeting the healthcare provider’s RTO requirements. The

robust, agile infrastructure is allowing Pine Rest to continue exploring the use of

telehealth services, knowing that it can accommodate the technical requirements

for bandwidth, compute and other resources. The healthcare provider is also

seeing cost savings potential, since outsourcing key infrastructure to the cloud

allows for switching from capital expenses to operating expenses.
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Christian Brothers Services

USE CASES:

When Christian Brothers Services decided to outsource its data center and backup

operations, it chose US Signal for the job. As the organization’s CIO, Tom Drez, put it, 

“We found the US Signal team to be very knowledgeable, personable and experienced 

and, all things being equal, we’re always going to pick based on people.

Drez was also impressed by the complete package of products and services US Signal

proposed, including:

Redundant MPLS WAN – to minimize down time associated with loss of connectivity

from Christian Brothers Services’ site premise to a US Signal Data Center, and to

facilitate more predictable network performance.

Internet with Cloud-based Advanced Security Plus – a best-of-breed protection

strategy against Internet threats to Christian Brothers Services’ data network.

Enterprise Cloud – offering high availability design, excellent performance, HIPAA-

compliant ready architecture, granular scalability and affordable cost.

IBM P Series hosting/Hosted Private Cloud – a single-tenant IaaS model to ensure 

performance in an OpEx model.

EBaaS – a comprehensive backup strategy to reduce Christian Brother Services’

time investment for day-to-day IT tasks.

DRaaS – Fully managed and tested DR services for a much lower RTO/RPO and

greater peace of mind.
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Christian Brothers Services (cont)

USE CASES:

The move to US Signal has enabled Christian Brothers Services’ IT operations

team to be more responsive to the business rather than worrying about what the

next hardware or software upgrade is going to be. The team is also spending less

time working beyond their normal hours since they can count on US Signal to

handle management of the IT infrastructure, DR and backup.

In addition, consolidating data center and backup operations with US Signal has

greatly improved the organization’s RTO and RPO. The biggest benefit in Tom

Drez’s mind, however, is that Christian Brothers Services has found a long-term

partner instead of just another vendor.

“People do make a difference, and the US Signal team has proven to be true

partners we can trust.”
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Baystate Health

USE CASES:

US Signal’s disaster recovery-as-a-service (DRaaS) met the requirements. It also

offered a fourth site in one of its Michigan data centers to provide the desired

geodiversity BHS previously lacked. The solution also offered significant costs

savings since no additional server had to be purchased for the DR site.

There were also other factors that provided added peace of mind to the Baystate

Health System IT team. That included reserved compute on demand, a fully

executed DR playbook, monthly health checks to stay on top of RPO and RTO

SLAs, and two annual managed DR tests to ensure everything works as planned.

US Signal’s disaster recovery-as-a-service (DRaaS) met the requirements. It also

offered a fourth site in one of its Michigan data centers to provide the desired

geodiversity BHS previously lacked. The solution also offered significant costs

savings since no additional server had to be purchased for the DR site.
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Baystate Health cont.

USE CASES:

There were also other factors that provided added peace of mind to the Baystate

Health System IT team. That included reserved compute on demand, a fully

executed DR playbook, monthly health checks to stay on top of RPO and RTO

SLAs, and two annual managed DR tests to ensure everything works as planned.

According to David Miller, the senior IT director and chief technology office  

for Bay State Health System, “We needed to find a solution that was both cost

effective and played well with our new software-designed data center journey.

US Signal stepped up and delivered.”
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 CONCLUSION  

took days because they were reliant on 

backup tapes. US Signal’s Zerto-powered 

DRaaS solution allows a health system 

to test daily without disruption to the 

production environment. It also enables 

an organization to roll back to a point just 

seconds before it was hit. In the event

of a data center outage, recovery plans 

can be executed quickly with data and

applications available in minutes.

Some organizations are using disaster 

recovery as a use case to evaluate the

cloud. Organizations can test a failover 

with no impact at any time and see how

the application performs in the cloud. 

Once the team gets comfortable with the

performance, the Zerto Virtual Replication 

component within US Signal’s DRaaS

solution easily migrates workloads to  

the cloud with minimal impact.

For more information visit https://www.ussignal.com

Disaster recovery and business continuity 

should be an integral component of any

health system’s risk management strategy 

to address notorious cybersecurity threats 

and other causes of downtime. This is 

particularly important as health systems 

embrace a value-based, accountable care 

model dependent on digital technology.

Like other industries, healthcare is moving 

to new IT platforms like virtualization,

mobile technology and the cloud. US 

Signal, in conjunction with its technology

partner Zerto, offers healthcare organizations 

a solution for disaster recovery and business

continuity that matches the speed and 

ease of use of these new platforms.

Testing of disaster recovery systems, 

required by law, takes only a few minutes

compared to previous solutions that

®

https://www.ussignal.com

